
Miscellaneous.

Beer-Drinkers' Heart.
Georg ieferstein (Zeil. fii Düt. and Phys. T'rap.) dis-

cusses the efflect upon the heart of drinlkinigo large quantities of
fluids, and esp.cially deals with the quest'on of how far the so-
called " beer-drinkers' heart " is caused by the alcohol in the
beer and homw far it is a mucre mechanical utfect of the quantity
of fluid talken in]. His view that the toxic effect of the alcohol
is the main cause, to which other causes are only seconidary, has
been combated by Hueppe, wî'ho cites the occurrence of an
exactly similar heart condition in excessive tea drinkers in
Russia in support of the thcory that the amounuit of fluid rather
than the nature of the fluid is lie harmiful factor. Tea, how-
pver, mnay itself exert a toxic influence, and in fax or of Kefer-
stein's view is an observation of Aufrecht, who found that
spirit drinkers also suffered from similar leart lesions. Certain
anthors have held that a plethora vera or increase in the total
amount of blood in the body without change in its composition
Mnay result i. part from drinking large quantities of fluid, and
that such a plethora imust throw more w-ork upon the leart.
Keferstein does iot admit that the existence of plethora vera,
has beenm demonstrated, for we have no direct method of
estimating the total quantity of blood in the body. OC the
writers who describe the condition most appear to consider it
the result of over-feeding, in addition to over-drinking. When
occurring ii comibination with over-feeding, if we suppose tiat
the need of the body for nutrition is increased and that all
metalobic processes are more active than normal, the work of
the heart will undoubtedly be increased, but not now by any
mere mechanical process. Apart fron such a supposition, it
sems impossible tl-it plethora vera cau meclanically increase
the work of the heart. The need of the tissues for nutrition
being unaltercd, the flow of blood througlh the capillaries vill
not be increased, and the only effect of the condition will be mi
accumulation of blond in the most distensible part of the
vascular systein, that is, in the veins. The condition of plethora
serosa or of increase in the fluid constituents of the blood is
radically different. Siuice the number of cells in any given
naws of blood is diminished, a greater mass of blood than before
must pass through the capillaries in a given time in order to
sustain the nutrition of the tissues, and if other conditions are
csupposed constant, the heart must work harder to bring this
about. On the other hand, the viscositv and cohesion of the
blood being diminished, the friction with the vessel wail will be
diminished and the work of the heart to this extent lessened.
Both these factors act together, and c. we have no method of
estimating the total result on the work donc by the hcart.


